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Abstract. An interesting modeling problem is the need to model one or more of the system modules without 
exposition to the other system modules. This modeling problem arises due to our interest in these modules or 
incomplete knowledge, or inherent complexity, of the rest of the system modules. Whenever the performance 
measures (one or more) of the desired modules are available through previous performance studies, data sheets, 
or previous experimental works, the required performance measures for the whole system can be predicted 
from our proposed modeling technique. The incomplete knowledge problem of the dynamic behavior of some 
system modules has been studied by control theory. In the control area, such systems are known as partially 
observed discrete event dynamic systems, or POS systems. To the best of our knowledge, the performance 
evaluation of the POS system has not been addressed by the Petri net theory yet. Therefore, in this paper, we 
propose a new modeling technique for solving this kind of problem based on using the Petri net theory (i.e. 
Stochastic Reward Nets (SRNs)) in conjunction with the optimal control theory. In this technique, we develop 
an SRN Equivalent Model (EM) for the modeled system. The SRN EM-model consists of two main nets and 
their interface nets. One of the main nets represents the part(s) of interest or the known part(s) of the overall 
POS system that allows us to model its dynamic behavior and evaluate its performance measures. The other 
main net represents the remaining part(s) of the overall POS system that feeds the part(s) of interest. The well-
known maximum principles have been used to develop an algorithm for determining the unknown transition 
rates of the proposed model. Numerical simulations are given to show that the proposed approach is more 
effective than the conventional modeling techniques, especially when dealing with systems having a large 
number of states. 
 
Keywords: Discrete event dynamic systems; stochastic reward nets; largeness problem; parameter 
identification; partially observed systems. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Modern technology has increasingly created man-made dynamic systems that cannot be 
easily described by ordinary or partial differential equations. Examples of such systems 
are manufacturing systems and computer/communication networks. The activity in these 
systems is governed by operational rules designed by humans. Therefore, the dynamics 
of these systems are characterized by asynchronous occurrences of discrete events such 
as the arrival or departure of a job, or the initiation and completion of a task. Such man-
made systems are called Discrete Event Dynamic Systems  (DEDS) [1-3]. 
 
Over the past few decades, two general directions have emerged for the analysis 
of DEDS stochastic models. The first direction is based on using the probability theory 
to develop analytical models for the desired system such as product form queuing 
network models [4], (semi-) Markov models [5] and Markov reward models [6, 7]. The 
second direction relies on the simulation technique [2, 8]. In fact, the simulation 
technique can be used throughout the design stage of the desired system. This 
application tends to be expensive due to the fact that a large amount of computation time 
may be needed in order to obtain statistically significant results. On the other hand, 
analytic modeling is an attractive technique compared to the simulation method, 
particularly if many different designs are to be evaluated. 
 
Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPNs) [9, 10], Stochastic Reward Nets 
(SRNs) [6, 7], well formed nets [11], and Real-nets (R-nets) [12] are examples of 
stochastic modeling formalisms. Such analytical modeling techniques have been widely 
used for the performance evaluation and reliability analysis of parallel and distributed 
systems [12-14], complex systems [15], flexible manufacturing/industrial control 
systems [16], and fault-tolerant systems [17]. There are several factors that contribute to 
their successes: the graphical nature, the ability to model parallel and distributed 
processes in a natural manner, the simplicity of the model, and the firm mathematical 
foundation. When using stochastic modeling formalisms to describe real systems, several 
problems can arise such as largeness, parameter estimation, and stiffness. In what 
follows, we discuss some of these problems. 
 
  Largeness tolerance and largeness avoidance are the two main techniques that 
have been used to overcome the impact of the largeness problem (enlarged size of the 
underlying Markov process). In the largeness avoidance technique, we do not require the 
Markov chain generation in its entirety. Examples of largeness avoidance approaches are 
state truncation [18], state aggregation [19, 20], decomposition [13, 21], state exploration 
[9, 10], and composition [11, 22]. These methods have proved to be difficult to 
generalize but are very effective when applicable. Moreover, most of the largeness 
avoidance techniques are used to obtain an approximate steady state solution. To the best 
of our knowledge, there is not much research work reported in the literature to obtain an 
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approximate transient state solution for the large state space obtained from the SRN 
models [13]. In our research work, we concentrate our attention on the SRN modeling 
technique. SRN represents one of the main stochastic modeling formalisms that can be 
used for performance evaluation of real computer systems [6][23]. In fact, reward-based 
models could lead to more concise model specification and yield new measures through 
model-solving [7, 18]. 
 
  When we use one of the stochastic modeling formalisms to model the dynamic 
behavior of the desired system, the transition rates of this model characterize the events 
occurring during the system evolution. Also, these transition rates represent the main 
parameter estimation of the stochastic models. The parameter estimation of the DEDS 
stochastic models is usually a cumbersome problem consuming a lot of time and cost [3, 
24]. Parameter estimation is needed for an effective performance analysis of the 
stochastic models. Measurement or simulation methods have estimated these unknown 
parameters of the stochastic models through statistical inference approaches. The 
measurement method relies on obtaining field data by observing the behavior of the 
desired system, while the simulation method is designed to gather data by running a 
software model that describes the function and structure of the desired system. However, 
both techniques are costly and time-consuming [23]. 
 
In addition to the stochastic modeling problems that have been extensively 
discussed in the literature [23], there are still several problems that may face the 
stochastic net modelers due to the tremendous development in the DEDS systems. One 
of these problems is the need to model the inherent complexity of real-world systems 
(with the complex interactions between its modules), although system modelers are 
commonly concerned in analyzing one or a few of the system modules. In other words, 
system modelers have to go through the tedious work of modeling all the system 
modules, although they are interested only in a part of the system [25]. This work 
requires a great ingenuity of system modelers, which in turn elevates the cost of the 
modeling phase during system design. To the best of our knowledge, stochastic 
modeling techniques have not been proposed up till now to manage this problem [26]. 
 
  Another problem is the difficulty of observing the functionality of some system 
modules. Most practical systems are built in a modular form. For such systems, the 
corresponding stochastic models cannot be easily constructed. This problem is known in 
the literature as partially observed DEDS systems (denoted by POS systems) [27]. To the 
best of our knowledge, the performance analysis of POS systems has been investigated 
only by the control theory [27-29] but not yet by the Petri net theory [23]. 
 
In this paper, we develop a novel approach for modeling the dynamic behavior of 
the DEDS systems using the SRN technique. The basic concept of this technique 
depends on developing an SRN model for the desired system. This model consists of two 
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main nets. These nets are coupled through logical interface nets. The first main net is 
denoted by the MN-net. The MN-net describes the basic structure of the interesting 
part(s) of the DEDS that allows us to model its dynamic behavior and evaluate its 
performance measures. The second main net acts as an auxiliary net (denoted by AN-
net).  The AN-net is coupled with the MN-net in such a way that the overall equivalent 
model behaves as the original DEDS for a given performance measure. The AN-net 
contains an arbitrary number of places. This number defines the AN-net order. The 
choice of the AN-net order depends mainly on how accurate the proposed model 
behaves with respect to the original system. With this approach, the system designer can 
avoid several problems that have been encountered in the literature such as largeness, 
estimation of SRN parameters, and modeling difficulty of sophisticated systems.  One of 
the major merits of this approach is that we do not need to build the whole SRN model 
for the desired system in contrary to all largeness avoidance techniques. Further, the 
proposed modeling approach has the capability of modeling the POS systems.  
 
  The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the basic 
concept of the proposed modeling technique. Section 3 illustrates how to calculate the 
parameters of the developed system model. Section 4 illustrates the effectiveness of the 
proposed modeling approach throughout applying it to a real computer system. Section 5 
concludes this paper. 
 
 
2. The Proposed Modeling Technique 
 
The basic concept of the proposed modeling technique depends on building an 
Equivalent Model (EM) for the desired system. The EM-model consists of two main 
nets. The first main net is denoted by the MN-net. The MN-net describes the basic 
structure of the interesting part(s) of the DEDS that allows us to model its dynamic 
behavior and evaluate its performance measures. The second main net acts as an 
auxiliary net (denoted by AN-net). The AN-net feeds the MN-net by the required tokens. 
To allow interaction between the MN-net and the AN-net, we have introduced three 
interface nets to the EM-model. The first interface net (denoted by MAI-net) works 
between the MN-net and the AN-net. The second interface net (denoted by AMI-net) 
works between the AN-net and the MN-net. While the MAI-net controls the flow of 
tokens from the MN-net to the AN-net, the AMI-net controls the flow of tokens in the 
other direction. This behavior is performed in a way that allows the preserving of the 
logical operation of both the MN-net and the AN-net. The third interface net is called the 
Compensation Net (CN). The CN-net protects the EM-model against deadlocks. Figure 
1.a shows a block diagram for the EM-model that consists of the MN-net, the AN-net, 
the MAI-net, the AMI-net and the CN-net.  
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To describe the dynamic behavior of the EM-model, we assume that a part of the 
desired DEDS system is known. Thus, we can represent this part by the SRN technique. 
Subsequently, this developed SRN model will stand for our MN-net. We assume the 
MN-net has the following set of places PMN, transitions TMN, and rates (MN. 
   PMN ( {pMN,i;   1( i ( (PMN (}                (2.2) 
 
   TMN ( {tMN,i;   1( i ( (TMN (}              (2.2) 
   
    (MN ( {λMN,i;   1d i d ~TMN°}                (2.3) 
 
We also assume that the tokens can flow through the «PMN°-places in nMN 
combinations (states). In Fig. 1.b, a detailed block diagram of the MN-net is presented. 
In the following, we describe this figure. 
 
OPMN { is a subset of PMN through which the MN-net exports tokens to the rest of system 
modules, where the number of its places kOP satisfies kOP  d «PMN°. 
IPMN { is a subset of PMN through which the MN-net imports tokens from the rest of 
system modules, where the number of its places kIP satisfies kIP d «PMN°. 
OTMN { is a subset of TMN through which the MN-net exports tokens to the rest of 
system modules, where the number of its transitions kOT satisfies kOTd~TMN°.  
ITMN { is a subset of TMN through which the MN-net imports tokens from the rest of 
system modules, where the number of its transitions kIT satisfies kIT d~TMN°.    
 
 We use the SRN technique to model the other part of the DEDS system that may 
suffer from any of the problems previously discussed in the introduction. Such a model 
is called an AN-net. Figure 1.c shows the description of this net. The AN-net is assumed 
to have the following set of places PAN, transitions TAN, and rates /AN.  
 
PAN { {pAN,i;   1d i d kAN}                            (2.4) 
 
TAN { {tAN,i ;   1d i d ~TAN°}           
 ~TAN° =  kAN (kAN –1)               (2.5)          
     
/AN { {λAN,i;   1d i d ~TAN°}                      (2.6) 
 
Where kAN denotes the number of PAN places in the AN-net. The construction of 
the AN-net implies that the tokens can flow through the kAN places of the AN-net in nAN 
combinations (states), where 
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    nAN = 2 
kAN                        (2.7) 
 
The number kAN is used to define the AN-net order. This number can be 
arbitrarily chosen. Therefore, the measures obtained from the proposed EM-model are 
sufficiently close to those of the original DEDS measures. In fact, one may think of an 
optimal number of kAN,opt that achieves this requirement. The main function of the AN-
net is to supply the MN-net with tokens through the logical interface AMI-net. The AN-
net receives (sinks) its tokens through the other logical interface MAI-net (see Figure 
1.a). The interfaces AMI-net and MAI-net have been introduced to the proposed EM-
model to guarantee proper interaction between the MN-net and the AN-net. In other 
words, the interfaces AMI-net and MAI-net prevent the formation of deadlocks in both 
the MN-net and the AN-net.  In what follows, we describe both of the interfaces MAI-
net and AMI-net. 
 
The interface MAI-net behaves as an outlet for the tokens of the MN-net. The 
MAI-net has the responsibility of preventing the deadlocks to allow the proper logical 
evolution for the AN-net. The behavior of the MAI-net is accomplished by controlling 
the flow of tokens from OPMN and OTMN to the places of the AN-net. Fig. 1.d shows the 
following two forms of the MAI-net. One connects each place of OPMN to the places of 
the AN-net, while the other connects each transition of OTMN to the places of the AN-
net. To perform this connection, the MAI-net utilizes the following set of transitions 
TMAI, rates /MAI, and places PMAI.  
 
TMAI { {tMAI,i;  1d i d~TMAI°}      
~TMAI° = kAN × (kOP  + kOT)              (2.8) 
        
/MAI { {λMAI,i;   1d i d~ TMAI°}                     (2.9) 
 
 PMAI { {pMAI,i ;   1d i d «PMAI °}   
«PMAI °    =  kAN × kOT                     (2.10)              
  
 The interface AMI-net behaves as an inlet for the MN-net tokens. The AMI-net 
guarantees a proper logical evolution for the MN-net according to the original system 
physical operation. The behavior of the AMI-net is accomplished by controlling the flow 
of tokens from the kAN places of the AN-net to IPMN and ITMN. Figure 1.e shows the 
following two forms of the AMI-net. One connects the kAN places of the AN-net to a 
place of IPMN, while the other connects the kAN places of the AN-net to a transition of 
ITMN. To perform this connection, the AMI-net utilizes the following set of transitions 
TAMI, rates /AMI, and places PAMI. 
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TAMI  { {tAMI,i; 1d i d ~TAMI°}                   
~TAMI°  =     kAN ×(kIP  + kIT)            (2.11)             
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Fig. 1.a. Block diagram of the  
equivalent model (EM). 
Fig. 1.b. The module SRN 
 (EM-net). 
Fig. 1.d. The two forms (a), (b) of the module  
auxiliary interface SRN (MAI-net). 
Fig. 1.c. The auxiliary  
SRN (AN-net). 
Fig. 1.f. The two forms (a), (b) of the 
compensation SRN (CN-net). 
Fig. 1.e. The two forms (a), (b) of the 
auxiliary module interface SRN (AMI-net). 
Fig. 1. The equivalent  model (EM) SRN’s. 
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/AMI { {λAMI,i;   1d i d~   TAMI°}                   (2.12) 
 
 PAMI   { {pAMI,i;   1d i d «PAMI °}    
«PAMI °    = kAN × kIT              (2.13)           
     
 The control action of the AMI-net and the MAI-net is achieved by governing the 
arcs connecting the MAI-net and the AMI-net to the AN-net and the MN-net 
respectively, using arc weight rules concluded from the desired logical operation of the 
MN-net and the AN-net. Moreover, the flow of tokens from the MN-net to the MAI-net 
is similarly governed by the arc weight rules. The governing of arcs is shown by the 
presence of  “|” on the arcs (see Figs. 1.d and 1.e). 
 
 The lack of tokens in the AN-net may cause deadlocks in the behavior of the 
overall system. Therefore, we have introduced the CN-net to supply the MN-net with 
tokens in the absence of tokens in the AN-net.  Figure 1.f shows two forms of the CN-
net. The first form connects the kAN places of the AN-net with each place of IPMN. 
Similarly, the second form connects the  kAN places of the AN-net with each transition of 
ITMN through the places PAMI. To perform this connection, the CN-net utilizes the 
following set of transitions TCN, rates /CN, and places PCN. 
 
TCN{ {tCN,i; 1d i d ~ TCN°}       
~ TCN° = kIP  + kIT                 (2.14)                         
 
/CN { {λCN,i;   1d i d~  TCN°}                 (2.15) 
 
PCN { {pCN,i;   1d i d «  PCN° }         
«PCN° =  kIT                (2.16)                  
 
Unfortunately, the MN-net may not need any tokens while there is a lack of 
tokens in the AN-net. In this case, we must guarantee that the CN-net does not provide 
the MN-net with tokens. To accomplish this objective, each transition of TCN is 
controlled by an enabling function. The enabling function is denoted by “#” as shown in 
Fig. 1.f.  
 
3. Estimation of the Parameters of the EM-model 
 
To use the SRN EM-model, the transition rates of AN-net, AMI-net, MAI-net and 
CN-net need to be determined. In this section, we use the well-known optimal control 
theory along with the underlying Markov Reward Process  (MRP) resulting from firing 
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the transitions of this SRN model, to develop an algorithm for determining these 
unknown parameters. For this purpose, we assume that one of the transitions of the EM-
model is tk. Further, suppose that the firing of tk transfers the SRN EM-model from a 
state Si to a state Sj, where  
 
Si , Sj  RS { { Sl ;  0d l d N-1},      iz j            (3.1) 
 
With N being the total number of states that the underlying MRP may have and RS 
denotes the Reachability Set [11][24]. Let  Si (T ); T t 0 be the probability that the SRN 
model is in the state Si at time T. It is well-known that the process Si(T) is governed by 
the following Kolmogorov forward (differential) equation [18, 30, 31]. 
 
T
T
d
d )(π
= S(T ) Q; T t 0                                3.2) 
 
Where  S is a vector defined as S { { Si ; 0d i d N-1}, with 
 
0 allfor 1)(
1N
0
t ¦
 
θθ
i
iS                          (3.3) 
 
In equation 3.2, the matrix Q represents the infinitesimal generator of the MPR. 
Each element of the matrix Q (denoted by qij;  0d  i,j  d N-1,  iz j) is related to the 
transition rate λt that corresponds to the transition tT, where T is the set of all 
transitions of the SRN EM-model. The relation between qij and λt can be defined as 
follows. 
 
¦
o
 
ji StSt
tij
:T
λq                                                (3.4) 
 
With the constraints that for each 0d i d N-1, 
 
¦
z 
 
1N
0
ji
j
ijii qq                                        (3.5) 
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Let X(T); T t 0 be one of the given performance measures. Let θ)X (

; T t 0 be the 
estimated measure of X(T) obtained from the EM-model. The measure )θX (

 may have 
the following known form [6, 7]. 
 
                                                                      uduθ
θθKθθKθX
ii
RSS
ii
RSS
ii
ii
(3.6) )()(
);(),λ()(),λ()(
0
21
³
¦¦
 
{


T
SV
VUSU
 
 
Where K1and K2 are given constants chosen according to the measure required, and Ui 
(λ,T) represents the reward value for the state Si (0d i d N-1) at time T, where Ui >0 and 
λ /{{λt; tT}. Also, V(T) represents the expected time spent in a state Si during the 
interval [0,T]. As can be observed from equation 3.6, the measure θ)X (

 depends on the 
transition rate λ and the process Si(T). Also, Si(T) depends on the transition rate λ as 
shown in equations 3.3 and 3.4. Hence, the transition rates can be chosen so that the 
estimated measure θ)X (

 obtained from the SRN model is fairly close to the given 
measure X(T ) of the original system, for all T t0.   
 
 Since the EM-model consists of the MN-net and the AN-net, the matrix Q of the 
MRP that represents the EM-model will be of dimension nMNu nAN (see equation 2.7). 
Further, θ)X (

 (as given by equation 3.6) depends on the transition rate λ (see equations 
3.2, 3.3, and 3.4). Hence, we use the symbol ),( λθX

instead of θ)X (

 to indicate such 
dependence. 
 
According to the above preparation, we can now state the identification problem 
of the EM-model as follows. Given the performance measure X(T )  of the original 
DEDS model, the transition rate λq/ can be defined as follows.  
                                               
J( λq ) d J(λ)  for all λ/                              
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θλθXθXwλ d2)),()(( 
 fT
02
1
J(

³                        (3.7) 
 
Where Tf is the estimation time of X(T) and w is some suitable weighting factor. For 
determining the optimal rate λq/, we use the Hamiltonian H definition [29].  
   
)(  Q)'. )((2)),()(( w
2
1
 ),(),(H( TTSTTS <

 < λθXθXλ                                   (3.8)  
 
Where, the variable \ satisfies the following (backward) differential equation.  
 
 0)fT(
),(
.)),()(( . w)( .'
H
 <
w

w< w
w < STS
λθXλθXθXQ
dt
d
                                         (3.9) 
Where “ ′ ” denotes the transpose. 
 
 Based on the above definitions, we introduce the following algorithm with the 
help of which the optimal parameter λq can be determined. 
 
Algorithm: Determine the optimal parameter λq. 
  
Step 1.  Set l =1, guess λ(l)
 /, and obtain the elements )(iq lj of the matrix Q 
using equation (3.3). 
Step 2.   Solve the differential equation 3.2, and get S(l)(T ) = S(l)(T , λ(l)); T  
[0,Tf]. 
Step 3.   Use S(l)(T ) to solve equation 3.9, and obtain <(l) (T ) = <(l) (T , λ(l)). 
Step 4.  Update λ(l)
 
for all members of the rate vector / using the following 
relation. 
 
λ(l+1)
 
= λ(l)
 
+ Hl g(l)
             
(3.10) 
    Where  Hl >0 is chosen sufficiently small, and 
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λ
λ
g w
<w{ ),,H(S                                   (3.11) 
 
Step 5.  If the stopping criterion is satisfied. 
 (A suitable criterion can be taken asµJ  (  λ(l+1)) - J(λ(l) )µ< G, 
  where  G (>0) is sufficiently small) 
Then  stop 
Else   Go To Step 2. 
 
Remark 3.1. The convergence of the algorithm depends on the choice of Hl. Computing 
the performance index J for different Hl ´s and interpolating using a cubic polynomial to 
obtain the minimum J and the corresponding Hl gives faster convergence. 
 
Remark 3.2. In step 4, only the updating of the transition rates of the AN-net, the AMI-
net, the MAI-net, and the CN-net is required, while the transitions rates of the MN-net 
are kept unchanged. 
 
 
4.  Application and Numerical Simulations 
 
In this section, we illustrate the mechanisms of applying the proposed modeling 
approach on real systems such as the token ring-based system. As shown in Fig. 2.a, the 
token ring system consists of three modules: a tagged client module, a super client 
subsystem and a server subsystem [32]. The complete SRN model for this system is 
given in Fig. 2.b.  In the following, we study how to use the SRN modeling technique to 
solve the problem of obtaining the performance measures of the tagged client module.  
 
For the solution of this problem, one may use the conventional technique that 
requires the construction of the SRN models for the other two modules (super client 
subsystem and server subsystem.). The other convenient way is to use our proposed 
approach that requires the construction of the AN-net with the logical interface nets. It is 
clear that the proposed technique becomes more effective as the number of system 
modules increases. We solve this problem using both the conventional SRN technique as 
well as our proposed modeling technique. Throughout this solution, we use the notation 
given in [32].  
 
 As shown in Fig. 2.b, the SRN model of the tagged client consists of four places: 
p
TI
 , p
TA
, p
TS
 and p
SP
, and four transitions: tta , tts, s1 and tsp. We assume the time until a 
client generates a request is an exponentially distributed random variable with mean      
1/λc, which corresponds to the mean firing time of tta. We assume the request 
transmission time is an exponentially distributed random variable with mean 1/μ, which 
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corresponds to the mean firing time of tts. We assume the walk time, or the polling time 
(i.e. the time for the network token to move from one station to the next) is an 
exponentially distributed random variable with mean 1/γ, which corresponds to the mean 
firing time of tsp. 
 
 The place p
TI
 contains one PN token and represents the condition that the client is 
idle (in the sense, the client does not generate a network-based request). The place p
TA
 
represents the condition that the client’s request is waiting for the network token to 
arrive. The place p
TS 
represents the condition that the network token has arrived. 
Suppose that the place p
TS
 contains a PN token. If there is a PN token in p
TA
, then the 
timed transition tts (whose mean time to fire is the mean request transmission time) is 
enabled; otherwise the immediate transition s1 fires . The place pSP represents one of the 
following conditions: (i) the client has finished transmitting its request, if this request 
reaches through tts, or (ii) the client has no request to transmit, if this request reaches via 
s1. 
 
To obtain any performance measure, we must know the values of the transition 
rates of the developed model. Therefore, we assume the following parameters in order to 
analyze our developed model. The network has a channel capacity of 10 Mbps and a 
signal propagation velocity of 2×108. The cable length is 400 km. The request packet 
length is an exponentially distributed random variable with mean 104 bits/packet (which 
corresponds to 1/μ =1ms). The reply packet length is an exponentially distributed 
random variable with mean 1Kbytes/packet (which corresponds to 1/ β = 0.819 ms). The 
mean token length is three bytes (which corresponds to a mean walk time of 1/γ = 
{(2/(Nc +1)) + 0.0024} ms, where Nc is the number of client workstations). In our 
analysis, we assume Nc equals five. The mean time taken by the server to produce a reply 
is1/η =2 ms. Finally, the time until a client generates a request is 1/λc=11.376 ms.  
 
The reader may notice that some parameter values (e.g., the cable length, and the 
request packet length) may be rude.  Yet, we have chosen these values to avoid stiffness 
[9, 10, 18] of the matrix Q, which may cause slow convergence of the proposed 
algorithm of Section 3. However, we have maintained all the relations between the 
parameters as given in [32]. To use practical values of the parameters as those presented 
in [32], Explicit Runge Kutta (which we have used in steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm of 
Section 3) can be replaced by Implicit Runge Kutta [31]. 
 
Using the tagged client module of the (complete) model shown in Fig. 2.b, we 
can determine the following performance measures. The first measure is the probability 
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that the tagged client does some activity. This measure is denoted by θ)X (
~
1  and defined 
as follows. 
                            1),(:;)(
:
),()(
~
1  ¦ θλiSiSθSiSi i
θλiθX USU  
S ={Si RS: (((pTI)z 0)  ((pTA) z 0)  ( (pTS) z 0)  ((pSP) z 0)) = true}           (4.1) 
 
Where “(p)”: denotes the number of tokens in a place p.  
 
 
The second measure is the mean response time at a client workstation. This 
measure is denoted by θ)X (
~
2  and defined as follows.  
 
 
DO
D
c
θX )1()(
~
2
{                                                              
                      1),(:
);(
:
),(
 
¦{
θλiSiS
θ
SiSi
iθλi
U
SUD
 
S ={Si RS: (PTI z 0)= true}              (4.2)
      
 
It must be noted that the mean response time at a client workstation is the mean time that 
elapses from the instant a request is generated until the reply to the request is received.  
 
 
 The third of these measures is the rate of request transmission by a client 
workstation. This measure is denoted by θ)X (
~
3  and defined as follows.  
                ),(:
);(
:
),()(
~
3
PU
SU
 
¦ 
θλiSiS
θ
SiSi
iθλiθX
 
S ={Si RS: (PTA z 0)= true}              (4.3) 
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 The fourth of these measures is the percentage of successful request transmissions 
by a client workstation. This measure is denoted by θ)X (
~
4  and defined as follows.   
                                       1),(:
);)(
:
),((100(
~
4
 
¦u 
θλiSiS
θ
SiSi
iθλiθ)X
U
SU
 
 S ={Si RS: (PSP z 0)= true}              (4.4)
     
 The fifth of these measures is the probability of receiving a reply from the server. 
This measure is denoted by θ)X (
~
5 , and defined as follows. 
 
1),(:
);)(
:
),(()(
~
5
 
¦ 
θλiSiS
θ
SiSi
iθλiθX
U
SU
     
S ={Si RS: (PTS z 0)= true}              (4.5) 
      
Using the tagged client module of the (complete) model shown in Fig. 2.b, the 
numerical data given above and the SPNP package [33], we have obtained the 
performance measures 52;(
~ dd iθ)X i as a function of T.  These measures are shown 
in Figs. 4-8. We shall now use our methodology and show with the help of the proposed 
algorithm how one can obtain similar results as those shown in Figs. 4-8. 
 
In order to use our proposed model for representing the token ring system, we 
assume the following. The size of the matrix Q is of large dimensions; hence, it is 
difficult to use the complete model of Fig. 2.b.  The behavior of the tagged client module 
is known so that the corresponding SRN model can be built. This SRN model will stand 
for our MN-net. The probability that the tagged client does some activity (denoted 
by θ)X (
~
1 ) is given. Figure 4 illustrates this measure. The other performance measures 
52;(
~
dd iθ)iX  are rather difficult to measure (by measurement or system designer 
experience). Under these assumptions, we use the EM-model and the corresponding 
algorithm to illustrate how one can obtain good estimates for 52;( dd

iθ)iX  of the 
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unknown performance measures 52;(
~
dd iθ)iX , given only the performance measure 
θ)X (
~
1 . Equations 4.1- 4.5 illustrate the performance measures 0;51;( tdd

Tiθ)iX . 
In the following, we explain how our EM-model can be constructed for the token ring 
system. 
 
Since the SRN model of the tagged client module represents the MN-net, the 
places: p
MN,1
, p
MN,2
, p
MN,3
, and p
MN,4 can replace the places: PTI, PTA, PTS, and PSP 
respectively. Similarly, the transitions: tMN,1, tMN,2, tMN,3, and tMN,4 can replace the 
transitions: tta , tts, s1, and tsp respectively. From the SRN model of the MN-net, we can 
easily conclude that OTMN ={tMN,2, tMN,3}, IPMN={pMN,1, pMN,2}, OPMN ={ф}, and ITMN 
={ф}, where ф is the empty set. In other words, the input of the MN-net is from the 
places p
MN,1 
and p
MN,2 
 and its output is taken from the transitions tMN,2 and tMN,4. 
 
The construction of the AN-net is illustrated in Fig. 3.b, where tokens are allowed 
to transfer between p
AN,1
, p
AN,2
,
 
and p
AN,3
,
 
back and forth through the transitions tAN,1 ,…, 
tAN,6. The input of AN-net is from the MAI-net transitions (TMAI), and its output is given 
to the AMI-net transitions (TAMI). The main function of AN-net is to continuously supply 
the MN-net with tokens through the AMI-net and sink its token through the MAI-net.   
 
In the following algorithm, we illustrate how the AN-net order (kAN) can be 
determined. Assume that the performance measure θ)X (
~
1  is known, and we need to 
predict the performance measures 52;( dd

iθ)iX . By building our equivalent model 
with an AN-net of kAN = j, we can estimate 52;( dd

iθ)iX  as 52;( dd

iθ)jiX .  
 
Algorithm: Determine the AN-net order (kAN) 
 
Step 1: Let the AN-net order be kAN =j, and initially set j=3. 
Step 2: Build the equivalent model as illustrated in Section 2 as follows. Apply the 
proposed technique (explained in Section 3) to the proposed Equivalent Model 
(EM-model) of the desired system (explained in Section 2) to calculate the 
transition firing rates of its nets: the MN-net, the AN-net, the MAI-net and the 
CN-net. 
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Step 3: From the available system performance measure θ)X (
~
1 , we estimate (based on 
the algorithm described in Section 3) the other required performance measures 
of the MN-net ( 52;( dd

iθ)jiX ). Equations 4.1 - 4.5 illustrate some of these 
measures. 
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Fig. 2. b. SRN for the complete model of the token ring network (N>1). 
Fig. 2. a. Block diagram of the client server system. 
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Fig. 3. The equivalent model (EM) of the token ring network. 
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Step 4: J=J+1. 
Step 5: Use steps 2 and 3 to calculate the required performance measures 
52;(1 dd
 iθ)jiX . 
 
Step 6: Compare between the values of performance measures for the two successive 
values of kAN. Calculate the expected percentage precision % e as follows. 
 
¸¸
¸
¹
·
¨¨
¨
©
§
u¦ 



o
{ 100
n
0
)(
))()(
1
(
52:
 %
k
kθ
j
iX
kθ
j
iXkθ
j
iX
Max
i
e             (4.6) 
 
Step 7: According to the required accuracy, stop the calculation. Verify from the 
minimum expected percentage precision % δ as follows. 
If          % e  <   % δ    
  Then Go To Step 8 
  Else      Go  To Step 4  
 
Step 8: End 
 
By running this algorithm on our example, we have found that taking kAN = 3 gives us 
%δ =5 %. Higher orders of kAN give us less percentage precision. Therefore, in our 
analysis, we have chosen kAN = 3 to represent the AN-net order. 
 
  The SRN AMI-net is shown in Fig. 3.c.  The input of the AMI-net is from the 
AN-net places: p
AN,1
, p
AN,2
, and p
AN,3
, and its output is given to IPMN of the MN-net: 
p
MN,1
, and p
MN,3
.  The AMI-net controls the flow of tokens from the AN-net to the MN-
net in an organized form preventing formation of deadlocks in the MN-net. In other 
words, the AMI-net supplies the MN-net with tokens. This prevention can be done as 
follows. Control the flow of tokens from the AN-net places: p
AN,1
, p
AN,2
, and p
AN,3
 to 
p
MN,1 
through the AMI-net transitions: tAMI,1, tAMI,3, and tAMI,5 respectively, and from the 
AN-net places: p
AN,1
, p
AN,2
, and p
AN,3
 to the MN-net place p
MN,3 
through the AMI-net 
transitions: tAMI,2, tAMI,4, and tAMI, 6  respectively.  
 
From the original system, it is clear that the MN-net places: p
MN,2
, and p
MN,3
 must 
not contain a token when the place p
MN,4  
has one. Similarly, the MN-net place p
MN,1 
must 
be free of tokens when the place p
MN,2 
has one.  Consequently, arcs connecting the AMI-
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net transitions: tAMI,1, tAMI,3, and tAMI,5 to the MN-net place pMN,1 and arcs connecting the 
AMI-net transitions: tAMI,2, tAMI,4, and tAMI,6 to the place pMN,3 must be associated with 
rules governing the flow of tokens according to the system original behavior. These 
constraints are translated as arc weight functions for the arcs connecting the AMI-net 
transitions: tAMI,1, tAMI,3, and tAMI,5 to the place pMN,1, and arcs connecting the AMI-net 
transitions: tAMI,2, tAMI, 4, and tAMI, 6 to the place pMN,3. Table 1 shows these functions.  
 
The SRN MAI-net is shown in Fig. 3.d, where “|” implies that the arc weight is a 
variable governed by a function. The input of the MAI-net is from OTMN of the MN-net: 
tMN,2, and tMN,3, and its output is given to IPAN of the AN-net: pAN,1, pAN,2, and pAN,3. The 
main function of MAI-net is to permit feedback from the MN-net to the rest of the 
model. It also allows the flow of tokens out of the MN-net. Another benefit of the MAI-
net is to control the flow of tokens from the MN-net transitions: tMN,2, and tMN,3 to the 
AN-net, so as to avoid unboundness of PN tokens in the AN-net. This controlling action 
is done using the arcs for connecting the following. Each of the MN-net transitions: 
tMN,2, and tMN,3 to the places: pMAI,1, and pMAI,2 respectively. Each of the MAI-net 
transitions: tMAI,1, tMAI,2, and tMAI,3 to the AN-net places: pAN,1, pAN,2, and pAN,3 
respectively. Finally, each of the MAI-net transitions: tMAI,4, tMAI,5, and tMAI,6 to the AN-
net places: p
AN,1
, p
AN,2
, and p
AN,3
 respectively.  These functions are also indicated in 
Table 1. 
 
    To avoid the effect of token absence in the AN-net, we have used the CN-net. As 
shown in Fig. 3.e, the CN-net consists of the transitions: tCN,1 and tCN,2, either of them is 
connected to the AN-net places: p
AN,1
, p
AN,2
 and p
AN,3  through inhibitor arcs. The input 
of the CN-net is from the AN-net places and its output is given to IPMN of the MN-net: 
p
MN,1
, and p
MN,3
. In the absence of tokens in the AN-net places: p
AN,1
, p
AN,2
, and p
AN,3
, the 
transition tCN,1 or tCN,2 supplies the MN-net places: pMN,1, and pMN,3 with tokens. This 
action prevents the generation of deadlock during the evolution of the EM-model. Since 
the CN-net may supply the MN-net places: p
MN,1
and p
MN,3
 with tokens against their 
logical functionality, the CN-net transitions: tCN,1 and tCN,2 are to be controlled with an 
enabling function as shown in Table 2.  
   
Having finished the construction of the SRN EM-model, the next step is to use 
the proposed algorithm of Section 3 to determine the unknown transition rates so that the 
estimated performance measure θ)X (
^
1  is close enough to the given performance 
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measure θ)X (
^
1  for all T [0, Tf]. Here, the performance measure θ)X (
^
1 can be 
determined from equation 4.1 with the set S being replaced as follows. 
 
Table 1. Are weights for the variable arcs of the equivalent model of the token ring based system 
Arc location Arc Variable arc weight function (arc multiplicity) 
From MN-net 
to MAI 
 
tMN.2 o  PMAI,1 
arc_weight=1 
If (#PMAI,1==1) 
arc_weight=0 
 
 tMN.4 o  PMAI,2 arc_weight=1 
If (#PMAI,2==1) 
arc_weight=0 
   
From MAI to 
AN-net 
tMAI,1 o  PAN,1 
tMAI,2 o  PAN,2 
tMAI,3 o  PAN,3 
arc_weight=0 
If (#PMAI,1>=1) 
     If ((#PAN,1==0) && ((#PAN,2==0)&& (#PAN,3==0)) 
          arc_weight=1 
 tMAI,4 o  PAN,1 
tMAI,5 o  PAN,2 
tMAI,6 o  PAN,3 
arc_weight=0 
If (#PMAI,2>=1) 
     If ((#PAN,1==0) && ((#PAN,2==0)&& (#PAN,3==0)) 
          arc_weight=1 
   
From AMI to 
AN-net 
tAMI,1 o  PMN,1 
tAMI,3 o  PMN,1 
tAMI,5 o  PMN,1 
arc_weight=0 
If ((#PMN,1==0) && ((#PMN,2==0) 
     arc_weight=1 
 tAMI,2 o  PMN,3 
tAMI,4 o  PMN,3 
tAMI,6 o  PMN,3 
arc_weight=0 
If ((#PMN,3==0) && ((#PMN,4==0) 
     arc_weight=1 
 
 
Table 2. Transition enabling functions for the equivalent model of the token ring based system 
Transition location Transition Enabling function 
 
 
CN-net 
tCN,1 enable= false 
If ((#PMN,1==0)&&(#PMN,2==0)) 
     enable=true 
tCN,2 enable= false 
If ((#PMN,3==0)&&(#PMN,4==0)) 
     enable=true 
 
 
 
S ={Si RS: (  pMN,1   pMN,2   pMN,3  pMN,4) = true }              (4 .7) 
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Figure 4 shows how θ)X (1

 approaches θ)X (
~
1  after 30 iterations. Throughout 
our calculations, we have taken Tf =100 ms with a step of 0.1 ms. As we have explained, 
the MN-net stands for the tagged client module. Therefore, during the identification 
process, the MN-net transition rates are kept constant, while the transition rates of the 
AN-net, the AMI-net, the MAI-net and the CN-net are changed continuously. 
Subsequently, the rates of the AMI transitions: tAMI,1 ,…,  tAMI,6, and the MAI transitions: 
tMAI,1,…, tMAI,6 changed to a great extent, while those of the AN-net: tAN,1,…, tAN,6 
changed slightly. This result is sensible because the main task of the AN-net is to 
generate tokens, while the AMI-net and the MAI-net are responsible for controlling the 
flow into, and out of, the MN-net. Table 3 shows the values of the transition rates of the 
equivalent model before and after identification, where values before identification are 
chosen, by trial and error, to give a satisfactory convergence between θ)X (1

 and 
θ)X (
~
1 . This follows from the fact that the algorithm of Section 3.1 performs a local 
optimization method [29]. 
 
 After identification, the other performance measures θ)jX (

; 2d j d5 of the client-
tagged module can be determined from the EM-model. Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 show the 
estimated performance measures θ)jX (

; 2d j d 5 from the proposed EM-model as 
functions of time. We have also taken Tf  =100 ms with a step of 0.1 ms. As shown in 
these figures, the estimated performance measures θ)jX (

; 2d j d5 are close to those 
( θ)jX (
~
; 2d j d 5) of the complete model shown in Fig. 2.b.  To validate the closeness 
between these measures, we have defined the average percentage difference (denoted by 
%Dj) between the performance measure θ)jX (

 obtained from the EM-model and the 
corresponding performance measure θ)jX (
~
obtained from the complete model shown in 
Fig. 2 as follows. 
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                              100
n
0
)(
~
))(
~
)((1
j% u¦ 


{
i
iθjX
iθjXiθjX
n
D  
 TTT ' ' 
fTnii ,                                                            (4.8) 
 
Where 'T is the unit time step of identification. As shown in Table 4, the 
difference (%Dj; 1d j d 5) between the measures obtained from the EM-model and those 
of the complete model (Fig. 2b) is approximately 10 %. In other words, the percentage of 
closeness between both performance measures is approximately 90%. 
 
One of the important merits of the proposed methodology is the great reduction in 
the number of states between the complete and equivalent models. The RS of the 
complete model contains 1880 states but the RS of the equivalent model contains only 
101 states. This state reduction leads to reduce the dimensions of the matrix Q. 
Consequently, we can reduce the required storage memory. Although the matrix Q of the 
complete model contains 4400 non-zero elements, the matrix Q of the equivalent model 
contains only 679 non-zero elements.   
 
Although we have identified a client server system consisting of five stations, the 
same equivalent model can be used to identify a client server system consisting of 
greater number of stations, which in turn implies a greater number of RS states. Then 
higher orders of the AN-net may be used to reach a desired accuracy. Further, we draw 
the attention of the reader to the fact that the proposed methodology can be applied to 
fault-tolerant systems to obtain their transient measures such as availability, reliability, 
and etc. [5, 18, 23, 31]. Unfortunately, we have not considered these kinds of system due 
to space limitations. 
 
 
 
Table 3.  The transition rates of the equivalent model before and after identification using the 
algorithm of section (3.1) 
 
Transition Trans. rate 
before ident. 
Trans. rate 
after ident. 
 Transition Trans. rate 
before ident. 
Trans. rate 
after ident. 
tMN,1(Oc) 87.95 87.95  tAMI,3 200 126.60848 
tMN,2(P) 1000 1000  tAMI,4 200 280.96172 
tMN,3(J) 2000 2000  tAMI,5 200 126.60848 
tMN,4(s1) 1(weight) 1(weight)  tAMI,6 200 280.96172 
tAN,1 200 200  tMAI,1 200 193.00081 
tAN,2 200 200  tMAI,2 200 193.00081 
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tAN,3 200 200  tMAI,3 200 193.00081 
tAN,4 200 200  tMAI,4 200 203.79527 
tAN,5 200 200  tMAI,5 200 203.79527 
tAN,6 200 200  tMAI,6 200 203.79527 
tAMI,1 200 126.60848  tCN,1 200 111.43852x10-6 
tAMI,2 200 280.96172  tCN,2 200 403.87229 
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Table 4.  The average percentage difference (%Dj ; 1dj d5) between  
 .51),(xˆ and51),(~ dddd iiiix TT  
 
%D1 0.938% 
%D2 8.049% 
%D3 4.953% 
%D4 4.816% 
%D5 9.673% 
 
 
5.  Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we have developed a new approach for solving the modeling 
problem of discrete event systems. The proposed model consists mainly of two nets. The 
first main net is denoted by the MN-net. The MN-net describes the basic structure of the 
interesting part(s) of the DEDS that allows us to model its dynamic behavior and 
evaluate its performance measures. The second main net acts as an auxiliary net (denoted 
by AN-net). The AN-net feeds the MN-net by the required tokens. To allow the 
interaction between the MN-net and the AN-net, we have introduced three interface nets 
to the overall model. The first interface net (denoted by MAI-net) works as an interface 
between the MN-net and the AN-net. The second interface net (denoted by AMI-net) 
works as an interface between the AN-net and the MN-net. The MAI-net controls token 
flow between the MN-net and the AN-net, whereas the AMI-net controls token flow 
between the AN-net and the MN-net. The third interface net (denoted by CN-net) has 
been introduced to protect the overall model against deadlocks. An SRN model has 
represented the AN-net with an arbitrary number of places. This number defines the 
order of the AN-net. The choice of the AN-net order depends mainly on how accurate 
the overall model behaves with respect to the original DEDS model.  
 
To efficiently use the proposed modeling methodology, the following parameters 
must be known.  
(i)  At least one performance measure for the interest part(s) or the known 
part(s) of the overall system.  
(ii)  The complete knowledge of the basic structure of this system part(s) to 
allow building its MN-net in an easy way. 
 
  In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we have 
investigated the modeling problem of the token ring system. This problem has been 
tackled using two different approaches, and their performance measures have been 
compared. In the first approach, we have used the conventional SRN technique to build a 
complete model for the token ring system to determine the performance measures 
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51;(
~
dd iθ)iX . In the second approach, we have used our proposed modeling 
technique to build a model for the token ring system under the following assumptions. 
The tagged client module behavior is known, the performance measure θ)X (
~
1  is given, 
and the performance measures 52;(
~
dd iθ)iX are unknown or difficult to determine. 
 
Since some of the transition rates of the proposed model are unknown, we have 
used the algorithm proposed in Section 3 to determine these unknown rates. Therefore, 
the estimated performance measure θ)X (1

 obtained is close enough to the performance 
measure θ)X (
~
1 . Fig. 4 shows that the estimated performance measure θ)X (1

 converges 
to the performance measure θ)X (
~
1  in about 30 iterations. Thus, the computed transition 
rates have been used to determine the estimated measures 52;( dd

iθ)iX . Figs. 5, 6, 7 
and 8, show that the measures obtained via our proposed methodology are fairly close to 
those computed using the conventional SRN complete model. From these results, we 
conclude that the proposed modeling technique is much easier to handle due to the 
following facts. 
1. The use of the proposed model reduces to a great extent the number of RS states. 
The RS of the SRN complete model contains 1880 states whereas those of the 
proposed model are only 101 states. 
2. The size of the matrix Q for the proposed model is very much smaller than that of 
the SRN complete model. The Q size reduction leads to minimize the storage 
memory required.  
 
Although we have identified a client server system consisting of only three 
modules, the same approach can be used for identifying systems consisting of a larger 
number of modules  (i.e. a larger number of states). To efficiently solve the systems that 
have a large number of states, we may increase the AN-net order. This solution leads to 
the desired accuracy. 
 
It is important to note that the application of the proposed modeling technique 
does not depend on whether the desired system has homogenous or heterogeneous 
behavior but on the interaction between the proposed nets that constitute the modeled 
systems. Such nets are the AN-net and the MN-net. For more explanation, we assume 
that we need to model five - heterogeneous clients.  If we know the dynamic behavior  of  
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Fig. 4. Probability that the tagged client does some activity (each time unit = 0.1 ms). 
Fig. 5. Mean response time at a client WS. (ms) (each time unit = 0.1 ms). 
Fig. 6. Rate of request transmission (each time unit = 0.1 ms). 
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Fig. 7. Percentage of successful request transmission (each time unit = 0.1 ms). 
Fig. 8. Probability of receiving a reply  (each time unit = 0.1 ms). 
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only two clients among them, then  (i) we designate the MN-net to represent these two 
clients and, (ii) the AN-net to represent the rest of clients. Subsequently, we construct 
the interface nets between them by the MAI-net and the AMI-net. These steps can be 
also applied on homogeneous systems as we have illustrated in our research work. In 
other words, these modeling steps do not depend on whether the system has 
heterogeneous or homogenous behavior. 
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ﻧﻈﺮﻳﺎت ﺷﺒﻜﺎت ﺑﺘﺮي ﻟﺘﺤﻠﻴﻞ ﻛﻔﺎءة أداء أﻧﻈﻤﺔ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﺒﺎت  ﻰﻋﻠ ﺗﻜﻨﻴﻚ ﺟـﺪﻳﺪ ﻟﻠﻨﻤﺬﺟﺔ ﻣﻌﺘﻤﺪا ً
 ذات اﻟﺤﺎﻻت اﻟﺤﺮﻛﻴﺔ اﻟﻤﻤﻴﺰة
 
 ، ﺗﻲ. أي.دﺑﻮس* و و. س. اﻟﻜﻴﻠﻴﻨﻲ**ﻣﺤﻤﺪﺳـﻤﻴﺮ ﻣﺤﻤﻮد ﻛﺮﻳﻢ 
 ،ﻴﺔ اﳍﻨﺪﺳﺔ، ﻛﻠﻗﺴﻢ ﻫﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻨﻈﻢ واﳊﺎﺳﺒﺎت
 ﲨﻬﻮرﻳﺔ ﻣﺼﺮ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ، اﻟﻘﺎﻫﺮة ،ﻣﺪﻳﻨﺔ ﻧﺼﺮ، ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻷزﻫﺮ
 ﻣﺪﻳﻨﺔ رﻣﻀﺎن، اﻟﻘﺎﻫﺮة، ﲨﻬﻮرﻳﺔ ﻣﺼﺮ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ٠١* ﻣﻌﻬﺪ اﻟﻌﺎﱄ ﻟﻠﺘﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﻴﺎ، 
 ﺐ واﳌﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت،ﳊﺎﺳﺗﻘﻨﻴﺎت اﳌﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت، ﻛﻠﻴﺔ اﻗﺴﻢ **
 ﲨﻬﻮرﻳﺔ ﻣﺼﺮ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ ﻣﻴﻨﻮﻓﻴﺎ، ﺷﺎﺑﲔ اﻟﻜﻮم،ﺔ ﺟﺎﻣﻌ
 
 م(٢٠٠٢/٤٠/٠٣م؛ وﻗﺒﻞ ﻟﻠﻨﺸﺮ ﰲ ١٠٠٢/٠١/٤١)ﻗّﺪم ﻟﻠﻨﺸﺮ ﰲ 
 
ﰲ ﲨﻴﻊ اﻟﺪراﺳﺎت واﻟﺒﺤﻮث اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ ﻛﺎن اﻟﺘﻔﻜﲑ ﰲ ﻋﻤﻞ ﳕﻮذج ﻹﺣﺪى ﻧﻈﻢ  ﻣﻠﺨﺺ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ.
ﻨﻈﺎم. وﻟﻜﻦ اﳊﺎﺳﺒﺎت اﻟﻌﻤﻠﻴﺔ اﻟﻮاﻗﻌﻴﺔ ﻳﺘﻄﻠﺐ ﻣﻌﺮﻓﺔ اﻟﺴﻠﻮك اﳊﺮﻛﻲ ﻟﻜﻞ ﺟﺰء ﻣﻦ أﺟﺰاء ﻫﺬا اﻟ
ن ﻧﺼﻤﻢ ﳕﻮذج ﳍﺬا اﻟﻨﻈﺎم وﳓﻦ ﻧﻌﺮف ﻣﻨﻪ )ﻓﻘﻂ( اﻟﺴﻠﻮك اﳊﺮﻛﻲ أاﳌﺸﻜﻠﺔ اﳊﻘﻴﻘﻴﺔ ﺗﻈﻬﺮ إذا أردﻧﺎ 
و اﻛﺜﺮ دون ﺑﺎﻗﻲ أﺟﺰاﺋﻪ. ﻫﺬﻩ اﳌﺸﻜﻠﺔ ﰎ دراﺳﺘﻬﺎ رﻳﺎﺿﻴﺎ ﺑﻮاﺳﻄﺔ ﻧﻈﺮﻳﺎت اﻟﺘﺤﻜﻢ. ﻃﺒﻘﺎ ﻟﺒﺤﺜﻨﺎ أﳉﺰء 
ﺮﻳﺎت ﺷﺒﻜﺎت ﺑﱰي ﻟﻠﻨﻤﺬﺟﻪ. وﳍﺬا وﻣﻌﺮﻓﺘﻨﺎ ﻓﻠﻘﺪ وﺟﺪﻧﺎ إن ﻫﺬﻩ اﳌﺸﻜﻠﺔ ﱂ ﻳﺘﻢ دراﺳﺘﻬﺎ ﺑﻮاﺳﻄﺔ ﻧﻈ
اﲢﺎد ﻧﻈﺮﻳﺎت ﺷﺒﻜﺎت ﺑﱰي  ﻰﻋﻠ اﻟﺴﺒﺐ ﻓﺄﻧﻨﺎ ﰲ ﻫﺬا اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﻧﻘﱰح ﺗﻜﻨﻴﻚ ﺟﺪﻳﺪ ﻟﻠﻨﻤﺬﺟﻪ ﻣﻌﺘﻤﺪا ً
ﻟﻠﻨﻤﺬﺟﻪ ﻣﻊ  ﻧﻈﺮﻳﺎت اﻟﺘﺤﻜﻢ اﻟﺮﻳﺎﺿﻴﺔ. ﰲ ﻫﺬا اﻟﺘﻜﻨﻴﻚ اﳌﻘﱰح ﰎ ﺗﺼﻤﻴﻢ ﳕﻮذج ﻟﺸﺒﻜﺔ ﺑﱰي ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺄ 
ﻦ ﳕﻮذﺟﲔ رﺋﻴﺴﲔ و ﳕﻮذﺟﲔ ﻣﻮاﺟﻬﲔ ﻟﻠﺮﺑﻂ ﻟﻠﻨﻈﺎم اﳌﻄﻠﻮب ﻋﻤﻞ ﳕﻮذج ﻟﻪ. ﻫﺬا اﻟﻨﻤﻮذج ﻳﺘﻜﻮن ﻣ
ﺑﲔ اﻟﻨﻤﻮذﺟﲔ اﻟﺮﺋﻴﺴﲔ. إﺣﺪى ﻫﺬﻩ اﻟﻨﻤﺎذج اﻟﺮﺋﻴﺴﻴﺔ ﳝﺜﻞ اﳉﺰء اﳍﺎم و اﳌﻌﻠﻮم ﻣﻦ اﻟﻨﻈﺎم اﳌﻄﻠﻮب 
ﻛﻔﺎءة اﻟﺘﻜﻨﻴﻚ   ىﻋﻤﻞ ﳕﻮذج ﻟﻪ. اﻟﻨﻤﻮذج اﻵﺧﺮ اﻟﺮﺋﻴﺴﻲ ﳝﺜﻞ ﺑﺎﻗﻲ أﺟﺰاء ﻫﺬا اﻟﻨﻈﺎم. ﳌﻌﺮﻓﺔ ﻣﺪ
 إﺣﺪى أﺟﻬﺰﻩ اﳊﺎﺳﺒﺎت اﻟﻌﻤﻠﻴﺔ اﻟﻮاﻗﻌﻴﺔ. ﻰﻠاﳉﺪﻳﺪ اﳌﻘﱰح ﻓﻠﻘﺪ ﰎ ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻘﻪ ﻋ
